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67%

over the last 50 years, we have lost 67% of
all biodiversity

27

an area of forest equivalent to 27 football
fields disappears every minute
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The benefits of trees
• Trees absorb CO2, thus slow down climate change, the also regulate the temperature on earth
• Trees are hotspots for biodiversity: almost half of all known species live and grow in the forest.
• Forests retain water: they are important for drinking water, sanitation and irrigation all over the world.
• A quarter of our medicines come from the rainforest, including 70% of cancer medications.
• Besides fruit, nuts, seeds and juice, forests also provide mushrooms, berries and game.
• More than 1.6 billion people rely on forests for their livelihoods.
• Forests create local employment and contribute approximately 1% to the world’s GDP.
• Whether for exploration, relaxation or pure survival, humans cannot live without forests.
• And can you imagine a world without paper, wood or wood products?
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Who we are
Go Forest wants to restore nature by planting the right kind of trees in environments where they have the most positive
effects on biodiversity, carbon storage, employment, livelihood and local economy. Climate project experts select and
follow up on the best projects worldwide.
Go Forest is a CO2logic partner and wants to inspire and motivate both individuals and companies to not only think, but
act future-oriented. Planting trees should not be a trend but should become the norm. Giving back to the planet as part
of the firm's DNA. Go Forest helps to implement the green story and link it to HR, CSR or sales and marketing objectives.
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Transparency

Authenticity

Technology

Partnerships

Accessibility

Communication

Go Forest

We plant trees with
impact

By planting the right tree species in this regions, we are committed to 7 of the 17 goals.
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Reporting
With transparency as one of the main pillars of the
organization, Go Forest wants to distinguish itself with
an innovative way of reporting.
Trees have so many different impacts and we want
to make companies aware of their valuable green
investment. That’s why Go Forest works with its own
blockchain application in which there is tree by tree
reporting. Trees can be assigned to customers or
employees, who can view the entire growth and impact
of their specific tree.
Go Forest is pioneering their application in the Amazon
rainforest in Madre de Dios, Peru. The other projects
will follow in the coming years, but are also thoroughly
reported today with GPS coordinates and footage.
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What is in it for your
business?
Smart ownership

Data transparency

You have the possibility to assign trees to employees
or clients. They will receive a login to watch their own
trees grow and follow closely what impact they are
making.

Thanks to AI algorithms the pictures of the trees are
converted to accurate data. Via your portal you can
watch & follow every tree you planted, its location, its
properties, size, estimated CO2-reduction, amount of
fruit produced, extra income for local farmers etc.

Involvement

Eco-friendly cloud environment

The personal involvmeent of employees & customers
will motivate them even more to make a positive
impact - for the company and for nature.

Our portal runs on Microsoft Azure which is climate
netural since 2021 and even strives to be climate
negative by 2030.
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Peru
Reforestation & Agroforestry in Madre de Dios
Together with our reforestation partner Camino Verde, it is our mission
to restore the forest landscapes of the Amazon by strengthening
forest communities. Our approach centres around linking restoration
activities to the production of non-timber forest products that offer
improved life.
Protect, regenerate and understand the biodiversity in the Peruvian
Amazon. The Amazon Regeneration program is about making
reforestation tangible. Every year farmers, institutions, visitors, and
students are invited to see restoration agroforestry live and in person
at the reforestation center. We want to share what we do, so others
find their own inspiration. Spread sustainable ways of life and catalyze
fair, regenerative development.
Our partner farmers are part of a growing supply chain enterprise
implementing the strategies that work to restore the Amazon while
improving livelihoods for families and communities. This program
proliferates seedlings and training and connects farmers to markets
throughout the Peruvian Amazon, helping establish robust regenerative
supply chains. Agroforestry and Reforestation during the whole year.
We can plant all the below tree species during the whole year except
for dry season in September – October.

60 hectares restored
400 different species
2 nurseries

Reforestation
• Chihuahuaco (Dipteryx micrantha)
• Moena Alcanfór (Endlicheria krukovii)
• Inga (Inga edulis)
• Bobinsana (Calliandra angustifolia)

Agroforestry
• Rosewood (Aniba rosaeodora)
• Cacao (Theobroma cacao)
• Açaí (Euterpe precatoria)
• Aguaje (Mauritia flexuosa)
• Bamboo

Go Forest

Armenia
Reforestation in Lori
456 hectares secured for trees

Armenia has the highest economic growth rate of any country in the
former Soviet Union, but 50% of the population still lives below the
poverty line. Reforestation projects empower the local communities,
create jobs and increase their income!

2 nurseries
17 tree species

Together with our partner of My Forest Armenia, we want to recover
disturbed forest ecosystems by implementing different strategies.
These include: planting native tree species, sowing seeds in forest
restoration areas, coppicing, as well as, promoting natural regeneration
processes.

10 shrub species
10 people fulltime employed

Engaging in reforestation has an eminently social
dimension
From seed collections to forest rangers, increasing forest coverage is
empowering rural villagers. It gives them a solid training in a useful
field and it gives them an income while doing a profoundly meaningful
work. Because forests will benefit them directly literally for centuries
to come.
Reducing poverty and increasing forests are linked: by helping people,
we help forests, by increasing forests, we help people.

Species
•
•
•
•
•

Chihuahuaco (Dipteryx micrantha)
Moena Alcanfór (Endlicheria krukovii)
Inga (Inga edulis)
Bobinsana (Calliandra angustifolia)
Caucasian oak (quercus macranthera)

And more!
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Congo
Reforestation near Idiofa
580 local employees

Our partner Faja Lobi is working in Democratic Republic of Congo on an
integrated project of reforestation & sustainable development to meet
the challenges against a changing climate and social inequality. With
their reforestation program, we provide an answer to climate change,
while supporting the population in the social situation of Congo.

Organizer, networker and facilitator
A growing population puts pressure on nature, overexploitation and
overexploitation creates degradation of soil and vegetation. Together
with Faja Lobi, we empower the local population in a highly fragmented
civil society where government remains absent. With our reforestation,
we not only restore the landscape, but through agroforestation we
ensure a new sustainable economy so that people and nature can live
in harmony again and increase self-reliance.

From traditional farming behavior to reforestation.
The traditional method of farming all over Congo involves cutting and
burning of forests and vegetation. This way farmers get clean pasture
land to grow their crops on. After the soil is depleted of its nutrients,
farmers burn adjacent areas for farming and hunting purposes. This
behaviour results in soil erosion and the disappearance of native

Wages of local people are paid from 60% from
the funds
vegetation. Faja Lobi convinces local farmers of the environmental and
economical benefits of reforesting their land. The organization signs for a
long term cooperation with local communities. Too often development aid
organizations use a hit-and-run strategy, where the aiding partner leaves the
scene without looking back at what the consequences of their decisions have
been.We mainly plant local forest tree species mixed with 25% Acacia (an
exotic that ensures faster forest formation & produces charcoal afterwards)

Species
•
•
•
•
•
•

Millettia ssp (Wenge)
Pentaclethra (Rood hout)
Piptadeniastrum (Afrikaanse eik)
Albizia
Chlorophora (Iroko)
Uapaca

•
•
•
•

Acacia auriculiformis
Entandrophragma (Sipo)
Padouk
Croton
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Belgium
Together with our partner in Belgium, PlantC, our ambition is to make
our rural territories resilient by planting hedges, orchards, innovative
vegetable crops such as miscanthus, but also by reforesting areas
degraded by climatic and pest disturbances. These projects respond
to different emergencies: act against global warming, preserve
biodiversity, the quality of water and soil, contribute to the well-being
of farm animals or even generate resources for local supply.

Reforest devastated Belgian forest: an urgent matter
Pests (fungi, insects), drought and storms have always affected forests.
But climate change is increasing the frequency and the simultaneity of
these disturbances.
The deterioration of forests leads to discouragement among most
foresters, who see that the work done over several generations has
been reduced to nothing. In this context, and given the uncertainties of
climate change, many landowners are refraining from investing in the
reforestation of their areas. However, forests provide many important
ecosystem services: carbon sequestration, biodiversity habitats, water
and air quality, wellbeing and timber production.
We offer a unique solution that allows companies and engaged
citizens to contribute to these multiple-impact afforestation projects in
Belgium. That is why we work upstream with farmers and foresters in
the organization of their planting project.

A technical reflexion before plantation and sustainable
management afterwards
Thousands of hectares of forest are dying here in Belgium and all over Europe.
One of the species most affected is the Norway spruce and this due to one of
the biggest pests in Europe: the bark beetle. When a spruce area is affected,
the affected trees have to be felled and exported. At the same time, the ash
suffers from a fungal infestation that leads to the death of the trees.

Rate card
REFORESTATION
(HERBEBOSSING)
“Plantations of native species of trees normally
used for timber (rather than fruit)” and “trees
planted in national parks and on public land”. This
is planting meant to bring forest back to protected
areas that were previously clearcut for agriculture or
mining.

Thanks to our
partnership with
CO2Logic, the
tree projects are
thoroughly screened

PlantC Belgium
Camino Verde Peru

FORMULA HERBEBOSSING /
REFORESTATION

transparency
quality
communication
climate impact
species

www.goforest.be

•
•
•
•

impact on biodiversity
education programs
economic benefits
social/health/benefits

€2

1 tree

Camino Verde Peru

1 tree
500 trees

1000 trees

€2.000

1000 trees

10.000 trees

€18.000

FORMULA
REFORESTATION BELGIUM
1 tree
200 trees
500 trees

Faja Lobi Congo

FORMULA BOSLANDBOUW /
AGROFRESTRY

€1.000

10.000 trees

info@goforest.be

Like the reforestation systems, agroforestry systems
focus on a high level of diversity of trees native to
the planting site. But agroforestry also refers to
trees that become productive as income-generating
elements in the local economy, providing food as
well as non-timber forest products for markets.
Agroforestry planting generates supply chains in
time when fruit or oil nut trees become productive.
These trees are planted with smallholder farmers
and native communities in the tropics, for highest
level of social impact.

500 trees

The selection criteria include:
•
•
•
•
•

My Forest Armenia
Faja Lobi Congo

AGROFORESTRY
(BOSLANDBOUW)

10.000 trees
(Prices are excluding VAT)

€5

€1.000

€2.500

€18.000

Choose your number of trees and pay once, monthly or yearly

€3

€1.500

€3.000

€25.000
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Ready to take your
business to the
next green level?
Book a meeting

www.goforest.be
info@goforest.be
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+ 32 472/ 34 84 33

